MY WILD BEES

This is part of the story of the bee swarm that arrived at the Priory Badingham about May 2010.
They congregated in a wild plum tree but were not able to be collected by a bee keeper. After a few
hours they moved to a woodpecker hole in a poplar tree about 30 feet away. The tree is perhaps 40
or 50 years old. Some 30 years ago a bonfire damaged it and it has rotted in the centre. This has
made it attractive for spotted woodpeckers - they have frequently made holes and nested in it. They
have always failed to fledge as a sparrow hawk has taken them each year. In about 2008 the top of
the tree blew down leaving about 30 feet. Most of the photographs are taken from the south to
south east side of the tree. The active woodpecker hole for the bees faces roughly south east.

1) 27/05/2011 Bees clustered round the
woodpecker hole.

2) 27/05/2011 close up

3) 30/05/2011 close up with swarm gone

ast
4) 31/3/2012 Rooks showing interest in the
colony and with their heads in holes. And
aother visit from three rooks on 7/3/2013

5) 28/5/2012 general view of the tree looking
at south east with swarm

7) 28/5/2012 close up of bees around hole.

6) 28/5/2012 The whole swarm.

8) 29/5/2012

10) 22/8/2012 bracket fungus to the right and
about centre of the picture is blocking bee
hole.

9) 1/6/2012 Shortly before the swarm
departs.

11) 25/8/2012 bracket fungus bring pushed
off with long piece of wood.

12) 25/8/2012 remainder of bracket fungus in top of the bee hole.

13) 25/8/2012 bracket fungus on ground.

14) 1/9/2012 Did this squirrel venture into the bee colony seeing that the bracket fungus had gone?
Latest sighting is of woodpecker chippings on 1st January 2013
This year’s project will be to attract the bee swarm into one of my hives.
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